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THE BUSINESS PROBLEM���
People who taste SoBe V Water love it. But the brand lacks an 
identity, which means no one has a reason to taste it in the 
first place.���



The UK drinks market has a new focus 
on exotic flavor trends.���
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We can beat the competition on flavor.���
���

British consumers are growing increasingly 
interested in flavor experimentation.���
Britvic Soft Drinks Review 2014���

	  

Bars are now experimenting with flavored 
water in cocktails.�
Lost in Catering, London Drink Trends 2014���
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THE OBJECTIVE���
Show that being healthy is about more than treating your 
body well with good nutrition – it’s about treating your taste 
buds well with good flavor, too. Give people a reason to pick up 
the bottle and try it for themselves.  ���
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Jane is a 31 year old PR manager. She leads a busy work life and social life but always 
catches the Saturday morning Pilates class at her gym. She likes to look healthy and 
athletic (even on days when she can’t be healthy and athletic). On weekend errands, 
she wears yoga pants and just enough makeup to look like she’s not wearing any at all. 
Jane is a supporter of “comfortable” causes – she strives to make an impact (on the 
environment, on her community’s economy, or on her own body) –  but not at the cost 
of a drastic lifestyle adjustment. She enjoys buying organic experiences – one-of-a-
kind purchases (think Etsy, or ecotourism), but she is limited by her budget. Jane has 
seen SoBe V Water at the grocery store, but she doesn’t know much about the brand 
or its flavors. She tends to buy flavored drinks a few times a week – sometimes on the 
spot, sometimes to stock up for later. When she make these purchases, she usually 
buys vitaminwater, a low-cal iced tea, or a healthy smoothie.���

THE AUDIENCE���



THE INSIGHT���
Everything tastes purer when you know where it 
came from.  Wine you drink at the vineyard where it was made 
tastes more complex than that same wine from the liquor store; 
buying newly-picked vegetables from a farm stand feels fresher 
than buying those exact same newly-picked vegetables from a 
supermarket. We attach our own assumptions about health, taste, and 
quality to food with a clear backstory. ���
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SO HOW DO WE…���

make people 
drinking this:��� from here:���

feel like they’re 
drinking this:��� from here:���



THE IDEA���
Flavor Stories. SoBe V Water is not just a bottled drink, it 
is a combination of complex, exotic, tastily refreshing 
infusions from all over the world. Attach vivid ingredients, 
geography, and culture to each bottle, and your water 
becomes an enticing food story, not just a piece of plastic.���

*All images above accurately represent the components of each SoBe V Water flavor. ���







THE MEDIA PLAN���
COMMS BARRIER�
People don’t know SoBe V 
Water’s flavor stories.���
�

COMMS BARRIER�
People don’t trust the legitimacy 
of SoBe V Water’s flavor stories.�

COMMS BARRIER�
Target consumers do not see a 
connection between their 
lifestyles and SoBe flavor stories.���
�

COMMS TASK 1�
Familiarize audiences with SoBe 
V Water and its flavors’ origins. ���
���

COMMS TASK 2�
Give customers a reason to feel 
trusting of SoBe and its brand 
values.���
���

COMMS TASK 3�
Activate audiences by reaching 
them in their daily routines. ���

TACTICS�
Re-Name and Re-Label: Think 
flavor first, benefits second. Use 
bottle labels with imagery and 
messaging to paint a clear flavor 
picture. �
Social Media Campaign: ���
Feature images of the locations 
where ingredients are harvested. 
Invite followers to enter a 
competition for new flavor ideas. ���

TACTICS�
Sustainability Campaign: 
Repackage SoBe V Water with 
sustainable plastic bottles. ���
OR ���
For every purchase a donation 
goes to a community in the 
ingredient location of one of 
bottle’s flavors.���
���

TACTICS�
SoBe Tastings:  Held at 
supermarkets – bring a “flavor 
expert” and get people sampling.���
After-Workout Treat: Partner 
with yoga/Pilates studios and 
gyms to distribute free bottles. ���
Flavor Cocktails: Partner with 
bartenders to create water 
cocktails. Post recipes online and 
sell in bars.���




